
Name of project Link Topic Content

Teddy's Travels

http://www.aspire.
cs.uah.edu/aspire/
summer/manuals/l
evel1_manual/l1_
es_projects/teddys

_travels.html

A teddy bear
travels around
locations and

observes things.

A Kindergarten variant of real life
expeditions from the 18th century. The

teddy is taking photos of local
observations. The photos are

exchanged and compared by the
Kindergarten kids.

Who Has More
Room?

http://www.aspire.
cs.uah.edu/aspire/
summer/manuals/l
evel1_manual/me

asurement.doc

Kids are
measuring their
classrooms and
compare sizes.

A very simple but motivating way to
make children think about areas and
calculating sizes. The participating

classes exchange photos and
measures. Age range is about from 12-

14 years.

Eratosthenes
http://www.inrp.fr
/lamapphp/eratos/

2005/

Students measure
the earth radius
according to the

method of
Eratosthenes.

Age range 13-16 years. Apart from
learning about the earth radius and
application of the corresponding

mathematics, students send electronic
postcards to introduce each other.

Target mainly on primary and lower
secondary schools.

THE

 BALTIC SEA
PROJECT

http://www.bspne
ws.kiss.pl/

Students learn and
measure

environmental
properties.

Schools around the baltic sea observe
environmental  topics like water

quality and air quality. The
measurement is done by observation

of specific plants/animals. There exist
local databases, which are

downloadable. A special program is
needed to access the database, which

you can request from the authors.
Age range from 13-18 years.

The Human
Genetics Project

http://k12science.s
tevens-

tech.edu/curriculu
m/genproj/index.h

tml

The main activity
in the Human

Genetics Project
involves having
students collect
data concerning

basic, easily
identifiable human

characteristics,
which are

determined by the
combination of

certain dominant
and recessive

genes.

The collection of data can been done
within one class lesson, usually with
the exception of the optional color-
blind data. Submitting data can be

done any time after the collection of
the data. Also, for a more advanced
study of human genetics, there are
optional lessons involving Hardy-

Wienberg and Chi-squared analysis.

Age range from 17 to 21 years.

The international
boiling point

project

http://www.k12sci
ence.org/curriculu

m/boilproj/

Students from all
over the world

boil a pot of water
measuring the
boiling point.

Students anywhere and any age are
welcome to participate in this project.
There is no fee to participate in this
project. The project typically runs

every Fall and Spring

Age range from 12 to 16 years.
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Watt's up

http://exchange.co
-

nect.net/Teleproje
cts/project/?pid=1
&session=phskXL

vfvbD&cid=1

Students read the
watt meter of their

school.

Through this project, students monitor
electricity use in their school, compare
this data with other schools, develop
and implement a conservation plan,

and try to significantly curtail
electricity use and spending.

Age range 10-16 years.

Invent project
http://www.kidlin
k.org/KIDPROJ/I

nvent/

Kids discuss about
inventions and try

to be active
themselves.

For nine weeks, from the week of
September 11th, to the week of

November 7th, they will be working
together to discuss inventions and

create inventions. 


